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Read this article in another language
This is the original article w ritten in: English. It is also
available in: Italiano, Spanish, Türkçe & Nederlands.

5 likes

Next time someone tells you they love you to the moon and back,
don't be so flattered. These photographic food bowls by Chilean
artist Sebastian Errazuriz were made to look like the Earth, Sun and
Moon, making planets closer and smaller than you think.
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This week's popular entries

A Glimpse of My Fisheye World on Canvass I have a
good idea on how to give colour to my boring
room. It is by making artw orks. I am onto my
second piece w hen I thought of transforming my
Lomographic photo into another form of art, a
painting. I w anted to incorporate my love for
lomography into other things as w ell.
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New York-based Chilean artist and designer Sebastian Errazuriz makes
sculptures, public art works, consumer objects, furniture and even
apparel that revolve around the dichotomies of life and death, inviting
viewers to review their lives and question their daily routines.
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Creative Corner: Instax Albums Inspired by my
heightening stacks of instant photos, I decided I
needed more places to put them than just in a
box somew here in my closet. So gather up some
of your favorite instax photos and read on for how
to make your very ow n photo album!

Photos via kikkerland

Yearly, Errazuriz creates products to help fund his next series of public
artworks. “No pretensions, just a small design exercise done with much
love,” he adds. Such is evident in Space Bowls, small scale food plates
with photographic planetary prints of the Sun, Moon and Earth. Made in
partnership with Kikkerland, these designs for the dining table are a
cool backdrop for sci-fi inspired lomographs.

LomoGuru of the Week: Suizidekid If there comes
a time w hen film isn’t that easy to find anymore,
that’s probably his cue to finally consume some of
the film rolls that he has stocked! But, he thinks
that there’s no point on being delusional, rather,
now is the time to shoot more on film! He’s
Suizidekid, our LomoGuru of the w eek!

Why don’t you take your Fisheye Baby 110 Camera to outer space?
The Fisheye Baby 110 Metal offers a world of shooting possibilities with
its flash connector, wide depth of field, Bulb and Multiple Exposure

More of this weeks popular entries

settings! Don’t forget to pack some Orca B&W 100 Film too.

My New Love: Canon EOS 3000N and its Perfect Bokeh
Any Time, Any Place – Part Six

The Fisheye Baby 110 Cameras are fully working miniature versions of
the Fisheye No. 2 designed especially to fit 110 film. It captures the
world in a full circle on a rectangular picture and enables you to capture
perfect Fisheye pictures. The Fisheye Baby 110 comes with a bulb
mode and is able to capture multiple exposures too. Load it with
Lomography Orca B&W 100 and dive into the long forgotten world of
110 photography!

Follow The 10 Golden Rules with The Fisheye Baby 110
LomoCelebs: Brad Pitt's Black & White Portraits of
Angelina Jolie
Picture-Perfection with Lomo LC-Wide
Russia Day 2012 - Show Us Some Love – Winner
Announcement
Introducing The Fisheye Baby 110 - Lomography's First
110 Format Cameras!
LC-Wide: A Review After One Year and 30 Rolls of Film
The Couch of Goonies
Rapa Nui: How to Discover the Magical World of the Moais
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